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New Author Says Team With Your
Guardian Angel for Less Stress and More Success
At this year’s BEA, new author and entertainment industry executive Tom T.
Moore says that his life became much more gentle about ten years ago when he learned to
ask his Guardian Angel for assistance in every phase of his life. First time exhibitor Light
Technology, an Arizona based company, will be publishing his book, THE GENTLE
WAY—A Self-Help Guide For Those Who Believe in Angels (ISBN# 1-891824-60-0,
available nationwide).
“I discovered that I could ask my Guardian Angel for assistance from the smallest
requests for a parking place near a busy restaurant or store, to the really important
requests of assisting me in negotiations in my international film distribution business,”
says Mr. Moore. “The result was much less stress in my life and more success.”
In each chapter of THE GENTLE WAY, he relates success stories of how he, his
family and friends requested Benevolent Outcomes. As an example, he would say out
loud, “I request a Most Benevolent Outcome for a seat on this subway.” He related how
in Paris one day, he obtained a seat each time he rode five different subways on his way
to and from a business appointment, even during busy travel times.
Written for people of all faiths and beliefs, THE GENTLE WAY, shows how to
ask assistance from the Angels for help in our daily life, whether at home or work,
traveling for pleasure or if we find ourselves in dangerous situations. Moore also shares
with us how our Angels can help keep our identities free from theft.
Mr. Moore will be autographing his book on Saturday, May 20, from 10:30am to
11:30 am on Table 13 in the Autograph area, and again all day Sunday in the Light
Technology Booth #620.
Although this is Light Technology’s first exhibition at the BEA, they have already
published over 160 books and publish the monthly magazine the SEDONA JOURNAL
OF EMERGENCE. Publisher Melody O’Ryin Swanson will be available for meetings at
the booth during all the days of the convention. Ms. Swanson stated, “I’m quite excited
to be able to meet all the people who have purchased and supported us over the years and
to let more people know about us.”
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